For gas spheres with masses of 104M0'"'-'1020Me, the hydro dynamical evolution, beginning from a state where the objects have become opaque, is calculated by means of an electronic computer. The effects of general relativity is included, but energy transport is neglected. The mechanism of bounce, crush and collapse is discussed qualitatively. It is shown that gas spheres with mass greater than about 10 7 Me cannot escape from the final collapse because of general relativistic effect, though this mass limit depends on the initial condition. Therefore, the cause of the expansion of the metagalactic system cannot be explained in terms of the bounce of a gas sphere with mass about 10 20 Me. § I. Introduction
§ I. Introduction
In the UnIverse, there exists the hierarcy· of many kinds of astronomical objects such as. stars, clusters of stars, galaxies and clusters of galaxies. Charlier/) Klein 2 ) and Alfven
3
) have proposed an idea that the metagalactic system itself is an astronomical object which may be considered as an island universe· in the super-universe. These astronomical objects are not simple gas spheres, but it is plausible to assume these objects at their birth stages as gas spheres, considering. that they were formed from the uniform medium. Therefore, it is useful to investigate the hydrodynamical properties of gas spheres with mass M in the range l04Me <M< 102°Me in order to study their formation and evolution.
The main purpose of this paper is to know whether these massive gas spheres contracting from an early diffuse stage can reach a quasi-static equilibrium or collapse infinitely. For a protostar with one solar mass, the problem was fully investigated by Nakano, Ohyama and Hayashi. 4 ) Super-massive stars with mass 104Me<M<108Me have attracted much attention as a possible model of quasi-stellar radio sources. 5 ) However, .only a small number of quantitative studies on their formations have been made. Unno,. Kato and Osaki 6 ) discussed qualita.tive features of formation of super-:massive stars of 10 4 M e <M<10 6 M e , assuming free fall contraction .. Accordiilg to their results, a core is formed at the central region of a gas sphere as a rapid contraction proceeds. As soon as the' mass fraction of the core becomes 10-
6
, the contraction is stopped by the bounce of the core; the quasi-hydrostatic equilibrium is established with a central temperature and a density of about 10 5 OK and 1.6 artificial viscocity show a fairly different behaviour; the mass fraction of the core exceeds· one tenth at the bounce stage,*) so that the shock wave produced on the core boundary has enough energy to heat up the envelope and to stop the contraction. As the total mass Increases, {3 (the ratio of the gas pressure to the total pressure) decreases, so that the core becomes softer to be crushed more easily by the dynamical pressure. of the infalling envelope. Therefore, the core contracts quasi-homologously for a while even after the bounce of the core, and then, it reaches a quasi-static configuration in some cases. An appearance of the quasi-homologous contraction after the core bounce is a characteristic feature of the contraction of the massive gas spheres with small (3.
For mass M>10 s M 0 , it was shown that a stable equilibrium structure does not exist because of a general relativistic instability.7) In. our calculations, gas spheres with masses greater than about 10 7 M0 cannot reach a final quasi-static equilibrium but undergo the quasi-homologous contraction, and sooner. or later. this slow contraction becomes a free-fall collapse because of a relativistic effect. Although this mass limit depends on the initial condition, the dependency is not so great. In the case of a very massive gas sphere such as 10 2°M 0 , it collapses immediately after it becomes· opaque to the radiation. In order to include these effects general relativistic hydrodynamic equations must be solved.
F or simplicity of the calculations, the gas sphere is assumed to be composed of a mixture of ideal gas and black body radiation. As the present investigation is only preliminary, we neglect energy flow or' cooling, but we consider the non-adiabatic heating of the gas due to dissipation of kinetic energy by viscosity and shock wave ;we treat the heating in terms of von-Neumann and Richtmyer's artificial viscosity.S) In § 2, the basic equations for the motion oof a gas sphere, the computational method and the initial state are described. Difference equations for numerical calculations are given in the Appendix. .
In § 3, a criterion of bounce by pressure grad~ent force is discussed qualitatively. From these discussions, we see that the bounce does not occur in the state where the effect of general relativity is dominant.
In § 4, the characteristic features of rapid contraction, such as core formation, core bounce, core crush, shock wave propagation, quasi-homologous contraction, final equilibrium state and relativistic collapse are described.
In § 5, numerical results for the gas spheres with mass 10\ 10 We assume spherical symmetry; rotation, magnetic field, and fragmentation are not considered. 'Furthermore, the energy transport is neglected, assuming that the. time scale of energy loss is much greater than that of ,~ontracti()n. Though this assumption may not be good in the thin envelope, but this is sufficient for us to see the behaviour of the bulk of the gas sphere.*) Let us represent a spherically symmetric metric of space-time as (1) Here fJ. is the Lagrangean radial' coordinate which is identified with the total proper rest mass inside a sphere specified by fJ.. ' The prime (I) stands for 010 fJ.. The function 2-;rR (t, fJ.) denotes the circumference of a sphere, and the R (t, fJ.) . approaches the radius as space-time becomes flat. In the Lagrangean scheme, the equation of motion is given by
where u IS velocity, P is pressure, D t denotes e-'P (0 lot), w IS enthalpy written 
where OU is the difference of velocity between the neighbouring shells. The Q term describe,s the dissipation of kinetic energy and smoothes the shock front. 
(10) (11) (12)
Procedures of the numerical calculations are as follows. Given the initial values of all the physical quantities, we can get u, R, p and T at the next time step through Eqs. (2), (3), (8) and (9) respectively. Equations (12) and (13) give the. thermodynamic quantities at the next time step. Computing T, m and cp by Eqs. (5), (10) and (11) respectively, we have got all the physical quantities at the next time step. This numerical method and computational program are similar to what are used by Nakano et a1.
4
) and will be applied to many kinds of problems, such as supernova explosion. 17 )
2°M e 1025 (b) Equation· of state
The equations of state for the mixture of fully ionized hydrogen gas and , radiation are
where R is the gas constant and a 'is Stephan-Boltzman constant. In the state of low temperature, the assumption of fully ionized gas may not be good. In practice, the effects of phase changes of the gas such as ionization and dissociation become large in the case of less massive protostars. 4 ) However, in the case of a massive gas sphere, these effects are less significant and our assumption is fairly good, since the ionization or dissociation energy becomes negligible compared to the total internal energy in the case of fi<1. The ineffectiveness of these effects is verified for mass of 10 In the stage transparent to thermal radiation, the temperature of a gas sphere does not change so much though the density increases by free fall contraction. When the density becomes so dense that the gas sphere becomes opaque, the temperature begins to rise adiabatically. After this epoch, a time scale of contraction becomes much shorter than a time scale of ,energy transport. This epoch is taken as the initial condition' of our calculations since our method does not contain energy transport. This initial condition depends on the opacity, the cooling rate a~d the heating rate. However, physical properties of the primordial gas from which massive gas spheres are formed are not well known; it is to be hoped to investigate the nature of primordial gas. Therefore, we refer to the case .of interstellar matter, where source of the opacity is grain;, the calculations are started with a temperature of 10/'"'-./ 100 0 K 6 ),18)- 20) and with a mean density where optical depth becomes larger than unity. The initial conditions taken for our calculation are tabulated in Table 1 .
As initial velocities we adopt two cases: the velocity obtained by the free fall from infinity to the initial radius and the zero velocity. As a density distribution we take Emden function whose polytropic index is 1.5 or 4. A temperature distribution is taken isothermal since the investigatio? of early diffuse gas cloud has shown a development of an isothermal core
21
) and a slight change of temperature distribution at initial stage does not affect the final result. 4 ) § 3. Criterion of bounce
As the degree of central concentration of mass increases continuously with time, the internal energy increases quickly because of the dissipation of kinetic energy. Therefore the. pressure gradient force becomes large and the infalling gas motion is stopped when it just balances the gravitational attraction; bounce occurs. In order that' a gas sphere bounces, its internal state must enter. the bounce region in the Pc -Tc plane, where the pressure gradient force exceeds the gravitational attraction. In this section we clarify the bounce. region.
The boundary of the bounce region is. given by setting the left hand side of Eq. (2) equal to zero. The velocity in Eq. (2) can be neglected compared to 2GM/Rc 2 when bounce occurs. Therefore, the boundary of the bounce region is given by an equilibrium line including an unstable equilibrium. To see the gro~s feature of this line, we approximate the equilibrium equation as follows,
where R is the total radius, M is the total mass and the suffix c denotes the values of respective quantities at the center. Defining
~=2GM/Rc2
(19) (20) and log "' 1 we rewrite Eq. (18) In a dimensionless form,
where we have assumed (22) and
Equation (22) may not be good 111 the case where the space-time is appreciably curved, but it is always nearly flat in the bounce region. In Fig. 1 , the bounce region and the con-. traction region are shown for various values of r. When ~<1 and '7<1, Eq.
(21) tends to f/=!~; wheri ~~1 and f/>I, it tends to f/=2(r-l)/r~. As seen from the equilibrium lines in Fig. 2 , the maximum value of ~ is nearly 0.1. By more precise discus-"-/1 02°Me 1027 sions, it has been' proved by Buchdahl,22) Bondi
23
) and others that· the maximum value 6f ~ for an equilibrium structure is always less than ·unity. ' In the case of an equilibrium state of a super-massive gas sphere with mass larger than 10 4 M e , radiation pressure is dominant and we can assume r:::::: 4 / 3 (24) and (25) Using Eqs. (20), (22),. (23) and (24) Referring to our calculated results, we explain several features which gas spheres show during their evolution from ·initial non-equilibrium states.
(a) Appearance of a core As a free-fall velocity is larger in the high density, a rate of dertsity increase is large in the central part ancla separation between a core and an envelope becomes apparent as shown in Figs. 3c, 4 and6c. If we define a core boundary as a shell with density 10-2 pc, a mass fraction of the core qc is reduced with, contraction. A reduction of the core mass fraction has been considered in the case of a free fall motion by Vnno et aL 16 ) According to their results, the re-dnction proceeds as qe"-"C (Pel Peo)-3/\ where C is a factor of order 10 determined by an initial distribution of matter and PeO is an initial central density. However, the core is not reduced so rapidly in our calculation. Viscocity of the gas smoothes the velocity differences among the neighbouring shells, so qe is larger than the free-fall case (d . Fig. 4 ). Another effect of the viscosity is a heating of matter resulting from dissipation of the kinetic energy. Therefore, a path of an evolution in the Pe-Te plane does not follow along an adiabat but rises steeply from the point A to the point B in Figs. 3a and 6a. *) (b) C ore bounce
As the falling· velocity decreases, the dissipation by the viscosity becomes ineffective and an evolutionary path follows along the adiabat after the pointB III Figs. 3a and 6a. In the case of radiation dominant, i.e. 11<1, the adiabat and the equilibrium line in § 3 are almost in parallel' with each other.
However, the contracting sphere does not evolve along the equilibrium line of its own mass but does along the equilibrium line of the less mass. In the case of Fig. 3a , the gas sphere of 10 5 MC!) evolves on the equilibrium line of the mass about 10 4 M e . We denote a ratio of the mass values of the equilibrium line on which the contracting sphere evolves to the total mass value of the sphere as qe' Usually, qc is larger than qe at first, and qc approachesqe, proceeding from the point B to the point C in Fig. 3a . When qc becomes equal to qE:, the bounce criterion in § 3 is satisfied for the core. Therefor~, the rapid contraction of the core is stopped by the pressure gradient force, if there were no effects of the envelope on the core.
The values of qe are dependent on the initial density distribution and the initial velocity; if the initial distribution is of a centrally condensed type, the heating by the viscosity is large and qe takes relatively great. values. For M = l04Me with the initial distribution given by a polytropic index N, qe takes 0.7 for N = 4 and 0.lrvO.2 for N == 1.5. For the larger initial velocity, qe takes the larger value.
At the time of the core bounce, a shock wave is formed at the outer edge of the core. As shown in Fig. 3c , falling shells are heated progressively as the shock front propagates outwards. By the heating of the envelope, the contraction is decelerated and the outer shells may be blown off if the shock strength is sufficiently strong.' Witho ll t viscosity, qe at the core bounce is such a small value as 10-6 and the shock wave will decay by a spherical damping effect. With viscosity, however, qe at the core bounce is usually larger than 10-1 and the shock strengh is sufficiently larger. The conclusion may be altered if we include phase changes of the constituent gas such as an ionization of H atom and a dissociation of H2 molecule. 4 ) To see these effects, we calculated the ,evolution of l04Me including the phase changes (case of 4a' in the Tables); for the masses greater than 10 5 M e the influence of the phase changes can be neglected because of smallness of /3. The case of l04Me is shown in Fig. 5 .
The evolutional path shifts to the lower side a little in' the Pe-Te plane in comparison with the case without the phase changes. Therefore, qe becomes 'smaller and the core mass fraction qe' at the core bounce decreases to 0.07, which is still larger than the value 10-6 in the case of free fal1. which becomes important for gas spheres with large masses. The calculated results show that the core does not halt completely even, after the' occurence of the bounce but proceeds to contract quasi-homologously. The velocity of this quasi-homologous contraction increases with increasing mass of gas spheres.Hereafter, we call this contraction of the core a core crush. This terminology may be recognized, to be suitable if we consider a restoring force of the core and a crushing force exerted on its boundary. The restoring force which appears opposing a compression of the core is given approximately as , Fig. 6a . An evolutionary path for a gas sphere with mass 10 8 M0 and initial state of (8b) in Table I (27) where ly decelerated by the shock wave, the dynamical pressure decreases and the core crush' may be stopped. In fact, behaviour of the core motion given in Fig. 3b for 10 5 M e can be interpreted in this way. We call a state where the core motion is nearly at rest a final equilibrium state of the core. Here, we do not mean an equilibrium state of the total gas sphere.
FrestrvGM/(r-4/3)/R/, (26)
In case of Fig. 6b for 10sM e , a quasi-homologous contraction proceeds without deceleration and the central density reaches a critical density, above which a gravitational attraction is always dominant over the pressure gradient . force on account of general relati~istic effects. Approaching this density, the quasi-homologous contraction changes into a quasi-free-fall contraction and the core collapses infinitely. Effects of general. relativity may be noticed from a value of r as shown in Fig. 7 , which takes nearly unity without general relativistic effects. ConsideringEq. (2), it is easily understood why the gravitational force dominates over the pressure gradient force when r and W~l (or p/ P) decrease. Physical properties of these general relativistic region in the central part of a sphere have been discussed by Hernandez and Misner.
) § 5. Summary of calculated results
In this section, we summarize in Table II the calculated results for varIOUS masses and various initial conditions given in Table 1 . The central density and the central 'temperature at core bounce depends on the initial condition. The comparison between the cases (4a) and (4b) or (12a) and (12b) shows that the central density at the core bounce shIfts as the same amount of the shift a) The computation does not complete owing to very long computational time. In the shaded region denoted by 't'e=l and 't'g=l, bptical thickness is larger than unity because of electron scattering and grain respectively. of the initial central density in, the log pc-log Tc diagram.
T. Matsuda and H. SatD
Therefore, the ambiguity in the initial condition is not so serious.
The values of Pc and T~ at the final equilibrium state is nearly equal to those estimated by energy consideration,6) but they depends on the initial condition also and becomes larger as mass increases'because of the fact that the degree of contrac:" tion after the bounce is larger for greater masses. Mass range where a gas sphere can establish a, final equilibrium is bounded by some critical mass of the order of 10 7 ±lM 0 , whose precise value depends slightly on the initial condition and cannot be determined uniquely. There is an indication of the core bounce for the case of (12a) and (12b) but not for (12c)
In the case of (12c), the mItlal densIty IS the largest and Pc reaches the crItIcal densIty of relatIvIstIc effect before the core reductIOn proceeds sufficIently to produce the core bounce Therefore, we gIve no physIcal values at bounce m Table II As KleIn assumed that radIatIOn pressure produced by the thermahzatIOn of kmetIc energy could stop the mfallmg gas motIon and turn a collapse mto an expanSIOn 2) Alfven proposed an Idea that the meta-galactIc system IS composed of an equal amountd of matter and antI-matter, and the energy source of the bIg bang IS due to the paIr annIhIlatIOn 3) If theIr Ideas were true, we can explam the energy source of the cosmIC black body radIatIOn and aVOId the d1:fficulty of smgularIty at the InItIal epoch, such a smgularIty IS InevItable for the UnIform model of the UnIverse ObservatIOn of the spatIal dIstrIbutIOn of galaXIes has shown the eXIstence of local systems of galaXIes but has not shown such a large scale mhomogenelty as to suggest finIteness of the expandmg meta-galactIc system Some recent observatIOns of quasI-stellar obJece 
where R/J IS a dIstance of the hOrIzon gIven by the length of the order c/ Ha
In order to interpret the cosmic black body radiation, an appreciable part of a gas sphere must go through a dense state of matter, where the radiation establishes a state of thermal equilibrium with the matter. A condition necessary for this is an opaque condition of the gas sphere given as (30) where ( This condition contradictsEq. (29) . In fact, the condition of the expansion is more severe than Eq. (34), since a relativistic parameter r; defined by Eq. (20) becomes of the order of. unity at the bounce state and the relativistic collapse seems tp be inescapable for the gaS sphere with these large masses. Taking account of the present state of the meta-galactic space and the discussion given in § § 4 and 5, we may conclude that the meta-galactjc expansion cannot be in~ terpreted by a bounce of a spherical gas sphere composed of a mixture of radiation and ideal gas .with pressuregradient.*) Therefore, if we adhere the above view to interpret the meta-galactic expansion by the repulsion of pressure gradient force, we must assume a nonspherical rotating gas cloud or some unknown repulsive entity such as C-field. 27 )
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1 "tn+1/2 a n+ 1/2 = a n + __ kJ _ _ (a n _ a n-1) where C s IS sound velocIty that IS J r pV
The proglam was tested for a few specIal cases The collapse of umform gas sphere and the propagatIOn of shock wave m umform medIUm was calculated and good agreements wIth analytIc solutIOn and Taylor's solutIOn were gIven 30) The evolutIOn of presupernova due to Fe decomposItIOn was calculated by two dIfferent codes, one IS our hydrodynamIc code, HYDAC, and the other IS Nakazawa's quasI-statIc code, QUASAC, WhICh employs the relaxatIOn method mcludmg an acceleratIOn term 17) The dIfference of two results IS "W IthIn a few percent
